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Osmolar solutes found in the extracellular and intracellular fluids

Plasma Interstitial Intracellular
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Tml (mOsmoles/liter)

Gorrected Osmolar Activity (mOsmoles/liter)
T*al Osmotic Pressure at37"C (mm Hg)
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302.2

28r.3
5430

281.3

5430
burce:DalafrcmA.C.Guyton,TextbookofMedicalPhysiology,an..d'(phitud"@

fur the following discussion. Of particular interest is the fact that nearly 80Vo of the total
osmolarity of the interstitial fluid and plasma is produced by sodium and chloride ions.
As we discussed earlier, the inte ation of plasma through the
cryillaries. We would therefore these two fluids to be very
similar. This is shown in Table with the exception that the
protein concentration in the interstitial fluid is significantly smaller in comparison to its
'ralue in the plasma.

3.3 CAPILLARY PLASMA PROTEIN RETENTION

The retention of proteins by the walls of the capillary during filtration of the plasma is
ueadily explained by comparing the molecular sizes of typical plasma protein molecules
m the size of the pores within the capillary wall. Figure 3.1 illustrates the relative size
ff- various solutes as a function of their molecular weight. The wall of a capillary,
dfllustrated in Figure 3.2, consists of a single layer of endothelial cells that are
rorrounded on their outside by a basement membrane. The basement membrane is a
mat-like cellular support structure, or extracellular matrix, that consists primarily of a
rotein called type N collagen, and is joined to the cells by the glycoprotein called
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